UNIFORM GUIDE

MEASUREMENTS DIAGRAM

Belt should be secured and overlapping all the way around
Belt tip is between 8 to 12 inches long

PATCH LOCATIONS

1. Kicks Karate Patch
   (Left side chest)
2. American Flag Patch
   (centered approx. 1.5" to 2" below seam)
3. Black Belt Club Patch
   (centered approx. .5" below American Flag)
4. Chevron Patches
   (centered approx. .5" below Black Belt Patch)
5. Korean Flag Patch
   (centered approx. 1.5" to 2" below seam)
6. Academic Achievement Patch
   (centered approx. .5" below Korean Flag)
7. Miscellaneous Patches
   (centered approx. .5" below Academic Achievement Patch)

PATCH GUIDE

WHITE UNIFORM PATCH

BLACK UNIFORM PATCH

* Black Belt Club Only

UNIFORM COMBINATIONS